Recalls & Safety Issues.

This is a record of safety issues for vehicles of this year, make, model and trim. If you are a vehicle owner, search for recalls by your Vehicle Identification Number (VIN). The vehicle identification number tells you if your car is affected.

Learn about our recall process →

Have a safety problem?
Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car seats or other equipment. We review every problem as we work to keep our roads safe.

Report a safety problem →

Find recalls by VIN.

Every vehicle has a unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs to be repaired as part of a recall.

SEARCH BY VIN

Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the manufacturer conducting the recall. NHTSA does not record VIN information or results provided through this tool.
24 Manufacturer Communications
for 2008 FORD F SUPER DUTY

FILTER MANUFACTURER COMMUNICATIONS BY AFFECTED COMPONENTS

- All (24)
- ELECTRICAL SYSTEM (2)
- ENGINE (1)
- ENGINE AND ENGINE COOLING (12)
- EQUIPMENT (3)
- EQUIPMENT ADAPTIVE (1)
- EXTERIOR LIGHTING (2)
- FUEL SYSTEM, GASOLINE (1)
- POWER TRAIN (8)
- SERVICE BRAKES, AIR (1)
- UNKNOWN OR OTHER (1)
- VEHICLE SPEED CONTROL (1)
- VISIBILITY (1)

August 1, 2009
MANUFACTURER COMMUNICATION NUMBER: SB-20937

Components: POWER TRAIN

June 29, 2009
MANUFACTURER COMMUNICATION NUMBER: CSP-08B06

Components: ENGINE AND ENGINE COOLING, POWER TRAIN

December 15, 2008
MANUFACTURER COMMUNICATION NUMBER: CSP-08B07

Components: POWER TRAIN, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

March 1, 2008
MANUFACTURER COMMUNICATION NUMBER: SB-20720

Components: ENGINE AND ENGINE COOLING

October 1, 2007
MANUFACTURER COMMUNICATION NUMBER: SI-20010
Recently Searched

2008 FORD F SUPER DUTY

NO OVERALL SAFETY RATING

Components: EQUIPMENT, UNKNOWN OR OTHER